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DUST IN THE SMALL MAGELLANIC CLOUD
I. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSAL
Observations of reddened stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) indicate that
the interstellar grains in that galaxy may show distinct optical properties from those in the
Galaxy. In a careful study of three SMC objects, Prevot et al. (1984) have shown that the
UV extinction law in the SMC is almost linear with inverse wavelength and the 2200A
feature is generally absent.
The first results of a program to determine the wavelength dependence of the
interstellar optical polarization in the SMC (Magalh_es et al. 1989, 1993) indicate that
highly polarized objects are scarce. Our study has uncovered however several objects
with optical polarization greater than around 1%: AZV (= Azzopardi and Vigneau 1982)
126, AZV 211, AZV 221, AZV 398 and AZV 456. The latter two have already had their
UV extinction law determined. Our aim was to obtain IUE data and determine the UV
extinction law also for AZV 126, AZV211 and AZV 221.
AZV 456, which presents a 'galactic' extinction law, has a 'normal' value for its
wavelength of maximum polarization, lmax, while AZV 398, which shows a 'typical' SMC
extinction curve, shows a somewhat smaller value for such wavelength. AZV 126, AZV
211 and AZV 221 all present extreme small values of lmax but had not had its extinction
curve in the UV determined yet.
We therefore aimed at ultimately determining the extinction law in the direction of
these three objects. Such results, in combination with the optical polarization data, have an
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important bearing on constraining the composition and size distribution of the interstellar
dust in the SMC.
In the last report, we described the images we were able to gather with IUE, their
processing and the extinction curves derived from them. In this report, we discuss such
extinction curves and the theoretical models we have developed to interpret the SMC
extinction and polarization data. Details are presented in an enclosed preprint. We also
briefly describe the activities in our ongoing polarimetdc program of determining the
magnetic field structure of the SMC and the images we have collected at Cerro Tololo
Interamerican Observatory during the period of this report. Other activities are also
described.
II. RESULTS FROM OUR DUST MODELS FOR THE SMC INTERSTELLAR
POLARIZATION AND EXTINCTION DATA
With the IUE extinction data on hand (cf. last report), we have developed software
for both calculating the optical properties of a dust ensemble and also to fit dust
parameters, such as abundances and size distribution, to an observed curve. We have then
used extinction (Lequeux et al. 1984; Prevot et al. 1984; Magalhfies et al. 1993;
Rodrigues et al. 1993) and polarization (Magalh_s et al. 1989; Magalh_es et al. 1993;
Rodrigues et al. 1993) data in order to constrain models for the SMC dust.
Our approach was to first fit the wavelength dependence of the optical polarization
of the objects. This fixed the size distribution and amount of anisotropic particles. We then
proceeded to fit the two known types of the SMC extinction curves, the 'typical' SMC
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curve and the 'anomalous' (for the SMC), AZV 456 curve, which incidentally has a
'normal' value for the wavelength of maximum polarization.
In the enclosed preprint (Appendix 3), 'Dust in the SMC: Interstellar Polarization
and Extinction Data and Dust Models', we discuss in greater detail the fits and several
other aspects. Our main conclusions may be summarized as per the following two
paragraphs:
Fits to the wavelength dependent polarization data were in general possible for
stars with small kma x, the wavelength of maximum polarization. They implied distributions
which were narrower and shifted to smaller sizes compared to typical Galactic size
distributions. However, stars with normal )_max, which have a narrower polarization curve,
could not be adequately fit. This happened for any of the dust models employed.
The extinction curves were not equally fit by the different models. The best fits were
obtained assuming both a power law size distribution and continuity in the volume
distribution from the smaller spheres to the larger cylinders, the cylindrical population
being taken from the fit to the polarization. The 'typical', monotonic SMC extinction
curve could be well fit with graphite and silicate grains and using a small fraction of the
SMC carbon locked up in the grains. Amorphous carbon and silicate grains also fit the
data well. However, AZV 456, with its Galactic extinction curve, has an UV bump which
is too blue to be fit by spherical graphite grains.
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III. INTERSTELLAR POLARIZATION IN THE SMALL MAGELLANIC
CLOUD
Optical polarization of stars belonging to the SMC carries an important
information about the orientation of the interstellar magnetic field in that galaxy. Also, the
wavelength dependence of the polarization of the more highly polarized stars provides, as
mentioned above, clues as to the nature of the interstellar grains themselves.
Until recently, our polarimetric survey (Magalh_es et al. 1990), which provided the
targets for this IUE project, has been pursued with photoeletric equipment and by
seclecting reddened, early-type stars. As described in the previous report, we had
successfully modified the CCD camera at CTIO, Chile, to include a rotating halfwave
plate and a calcite block. In this manner, we can now employ an imaging polafirnetry
technique and its inherent advantage of gathering data on several stars simultaneously. Our
initial, engineering run in December 1991 at Cerro Tololo was a success; with our
technique, imaging polarimetry can now be performed to a very high, unprecedented even,
degree of accuracy.
We have been awarded telescope time specifically for this project during
November 1992 and October 1993 and obtained imaging polarimetry of a number of fields
in the SMC NE and Wing sections. These areas are of particular interest due to the
possible past interaction of the SMC with the LMC and which may have affected these
regions. In Fig. 1, we illustrate the positions over the SMC where we have thus far
obtained data. The area around each position is about 8'x8'.
We have developed software to obtain the linear polarization of the objects in each
field, using photometric software under the IRAF package. We are still developing
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additional software in order to automatize the reduction and allow for the determination of
the polarization of all stars in each field.
IV. VISITS PAID
In the early summer of 1992, from May 27 to June 26, we paid a planned, month
long visit to Dr. George Coyne, at the Specola Vaticana, a co-investigator in this project.
We were then able to work towards the IUE data analysis and the preparation of the
enclosed preprint.
During that period, we took the opportunity to attend the European Meeting 'New
Aspects in Magellanic Cloud Research', where we presented a poster paper (Magalh_es
1993). A copy of the paper is enclosed (Appendix 1).
V. PAPERS IN PREPARATION
We are finishing another paper on this project and which is a companion paper to
the enclosed preprint. It describes in detail the optical polarimetry and IUE extinction data
that served as a basis for this preprint.
VI. M.Sc. THESIS
In October 1992, Claudia Rodrigues, one of the co-investigators in this project,
presented her M.Sc. dissertation, 'Interstellar Dust in the Small Magellanic Cloud'
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(Rodrigues 1992). At the Astronomy Department, this type of dissertation must always
contain original, publishable research and is a mandatory step toward the PhD degree.
The advisor was this project's P.I., A.M. Magalh_es. Its English abstract is
enclosed (Appendix 2) and a copy of the full dissertation is available.
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Figure 1. A map in equatorial coordinates of the regions in the SMC where we have
obtaiJaed CCD imaging polarimetry. Each region is about 8'x8' and for each of these a total
of four exposures, with different positions of the waveplate retarder, was obtained. The
SMC main body is outlined. The LMC is towards the lower left, in the direction of the
arrow. The images will allow a determination of the interstellar magnetic field structure of
the SMC in this region of interaction between these two galaxies.
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APPENDIX 1
Paper presented at the European meeting 'New Aspects of Magellanic Cloud Research',
Heidelberg, June 15-17, 1992 (Magalh_s 1993). The meeting happened during the period
the PI was paying a visit, within this project, to the co-I. Dr. G. Coyne, at the Vatican
Observatory.
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APPENDIX 2
Frontspiece and abstract of the MSc dissertation of Claudia Rodrigues, one of the co-rs,
presented in October 1992.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the interstellar dust in the Small MageHanic Cloud employing
visible polarimetry and ultraviolet spectrophotometry. The SMC typical extinction
curve is not fitted by the standard grain model that uses a power law size distribution
of bare grains. We suggest some modifications in order to best fit the data. Only
one star presents the 2175_, bump in the extinction. It seems to be shifted to bluer
wavelengths with relation to its mean Galactic value, which cannot be reproduced by
spherical graphite grains.
The analysis of the polarimetric data by the most popular grain models indicates
that the grains seem to be generally smaller in the SMC than in the Milky Way Galaxy.
However, some stars show the wavelength of the maximum polarization, Amox, at
wavelengths similar to the Galaxy, albeit with a distinct relation between the curve
width and Amaz. The polarization curves of such stars are not well fitted by the grain
models. In addition, there is a possible correlation between the spectral dependence of
the polarization and that of the extinction curve, in sense that stars with smaller _maz
do not present the 2175]k bump.
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APPENDIX 3
Preprint with the SMC dust model results. Another preprint,
observational (IUE and ground based) data, is in preparation.
with the full set of
DUST IN THE SMC: INTERSTELLAR POLARIZATION AND EXTINCTION
DATA AND DUST MODELS
C. V. Rodrigues t, A. M. Magalh_es I and G. V. Coyne, S.J. 2
Received: ; Accepted:
ABSTRACT
We study the dust in the Small Magellanic Cloud using available polarization and
extinction data and popular dust models. Such data suggest that the monotonic SMC
extinction curve is associated with values of grnax, the wavelength of maximum
polarization, smaller than the Galactic average. On the other hand, AZV 456, a star with
an extinction similar to the Galactic one, shows also a normal Lma x.
Fits to the wavelength dependent polarization data were possible for stars with small
1 Instituto Astron6mico ¢ Geofisico, Universidade de S_o Paulo, Caixa Postal 9638 - 01065 970 S_o Paulo - SP
2 Vatican Observatory
2_maax.They, in general,implied distributionswhich arenarrowerand shifted to smaller
sizescomparedto typical Galacticsizedistributions.However,starswith normal _nlax,
whichhavea narrowerpolarizationcurve,couldnot beadequatelyfit. The useof narrow
sizedistributionseemsdid not improvetheresults.This wasvalidfor anyof dustmodels
used.
The extinction curveswere not equallyfit by the differentmodels.The best fits were
obtainedwith a power law sizedistribution.Also, the best fits were obtainedassuming
thatthecylindricalandsphericalsilicategrainshaveasizedistributionin whichthe volume
distribution from the smaller spheres to the larger cylinders was continuous, taking the
cylindrical population from the fit to the polarization. The 'typical', monotonic SMC
extinction curve could be well fit with graphite and silicate grains and using a small
fraction of the SMC carbon locked up in the grains. Amorphous carbon and silicate grains
also fit the data well. However, AZV 456, with its Galactic extinction curve, has an UV
bump which is too blue to be fit by spherical graphite grains.
Subject Headings: ISM: dust, extinction - polarization - ultraviolet: interstellar - galaxies:
Magellanic Clouds
1. INTRODUCTION
Most presently favored grain models assume the interstellar grains as formed by silicates in
an amorphous form and carbon, probably in the form of graphite. Mathis, Rumpl &
Nordsieck (1977, hereafter MRN) suggested homogeneous grains of silicate and graphite
with a power law size distribution. A model considering the grains within an evolutionary
context is advocated by Greenberg and collaborators (e.g., Hong & Greenberg 1980;
Chlewicld & Greenberg 1990). In this case, the bigger grains are assumed as a silicate
nucleus recovered by an organic refractory material and the smaller ones are homogeneous
silicate and graphite grains. In the model of Duley, Jones & Williams (1989, hereafter
DWJ), the grains are silicate nuclei covered with a hydrogenated amorphous carbon
mantle. Contrary to the former models, where the 2175 A, bump is produced by a graphite
grain population, in the DWJ model the bump is produced by electronic transitions in OH-
ions within small silicate grains (Duley 1987).
The Magellanic Clouds are the nearest external galaxies. The Small MageUanic Cloud
(SMC) is characterized by a small dust content which makes any study of its dust
component difficult. The most reddened stars have a color excess of less than 0.40mag
(Bouchet et al. 1985). Galactic foreground extinction has a maximum value of 0.09mag
(Schwering 1988). The infrared (IR) extinction is similar to that of the Galaxy, with a
slightly smaller value of R (=Av/EB.v) of 2.7 (Bouchet et al. 1985). In contrast, the UV
extinction is very different from either the Galaxy or the LMC. It is roughly linear up to 9
_tm-1 and does not show the 2175/_ bump (Prevot et al. 1984). The SMC average gas-to-
dust ratio (N(H)/E(B-V)) is about 10 limes the Galactic (Bouchet et al. 1985), consistent
with its smaller metallicity (e.g., Wheeler, Sneden & Truran 1989 and references therein).
Interestingly however, the SMC star AZV456 (AZV = Azzopardi & Vigneau 1982) has its
line of sight characterized by an extinction similar to the average in the Galaxy and with a
Galactic gas-to-dust ratio (Lequeux et al. 1984). Its interstellar lines have SMC typical
velocities which discards the possibility of a foreground Galactic extinction (Lequeux et al.
1984; Martin, Maurice & Lequeux 1989). There is an SMC IR extended source located at
exactly the same coordinates (LI-SMC 140: Schwering & Israel 1990), which supports an
extinction of Magellanic origin.
The SMC IR emission was studied by Sauvage, Thuan & Vigroux (1990) using IRAS
data. They concluded that the small 12 _tm emission is associated with a smaller number of
very small grains (macromolecules) compared to the large ones. They attributed this to the
low SMC metallicity. To explain the SMC 25 p.m emission, Sauvage et al. (1990)
postulated the existence of a thermalized grain population of intermediate size between the
very small and the big grains. The only work concerning IR spectroscopy in the SMC was
made by Roche, Aitken & Smith (1987). They did not detected the 9.7 ktm silicate band in
an compact HII region. However, this is an isolate result that could not represent the SMC
interstellar medium (ISM) as a whole.
Bromage & Nandy (1983) and Pei (1992) have studied the SMC 'typical' extinction curve
using the MRN model, with only spherical particles. They concluded that the simple
reduction of the quantity of graphite grains relative to the silicate ones in the Galactic
models allows the reproduction of the SMC extinction, without changes in the sizes used
to obtaintheGalacticcurve.
Thescopeof this work is studythe physicalpropertiesof thedustin the SMC in light of
existingdustmodels.We useboth extinction and polarization data (Lequeux et al. 1984;
Prevot et al. 1984; Magalh_es et al. 1993) in order to constrain the models' parameters. In
the next section, we briefly describe the models and their application to the average
Galactic extinction and polarization curves. We then present the fits to wavelength
dependence of the SMC polarization and extinction as well as a discussion about the
importance of the changes in the parameters and the needed elemental abundances in the
third section. We summarize the main results in the final section.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
The theoretical calculation of the interstellar extinction and polarization consists basically
of an average of the extinction cross sections of grains of different sizes weighted by the
size distribution (e.g., Greenberg 1968) since the multiple scattering is not important. The
polarization is the result of a differential extinction in the two directions perpendicular to
the line of sight. This effect can be achieved by anisotropies in the shape and/or in the
optical properties of the grain. A model must thus define the size distribution as well as the
optical and morphological properties of the grains.
The size distribution, n(a), can be algebraically represented as
n(a) = K f(a), (1)
wherea is the particle radius, fla) describes the shape of the size distribution, and K is
related to the absolute number of grains. This constant will be hereafter called the
normalization constant, which is dependent on the elemental abundance (gas + solid
phase) and depletion of the main grain constituents. Here we have used the word depletion
defined as the fraction of a given element locked up in the grains. The abundances of
interest are usually those of carbon (C) and silicon (Si). The calculation of the wavelength
dependence of the polarization requires an assumed fla), i.e., the shape of the size
distribution. The normalization constant, K, does not need to be specified. The extinction
is usually calculated taking into account more than one grain population. Hence, we must
know not only the form of each size distribution but also the relative number of grains of
each species in order to calculate their contribution to the total extinction curve.
In this work, we have considered two shapes for the grain particles: spheres and cylinders.
The latter were assumed as a good approximation to elongated particles. The cross
sections of spherical particles have been calculated using Mie's theory (e.g., Bohren &
Huffman 1983), while the infinite cylinder cross sections were calculated using the
formulae in Lind & Greenberg (1966) for homogeneous grains and in Shah (1970) for
coated grains. Those cross sections represent well finite cylinders and are not qualitatively
too different from spheroids (e.g., Wolff, Clayton & Meade 1993).
The elongated particles must be aligned to produce the polarization, otherwise the net
effect is of an isotropic medium. This alignment is commonly considered as being
produced by the paramagnetic relaxation mechanism arisen from an imaginary part of the
magnetic susceptibility which tends to make the grain spins with its angular momentum
parallel to the magnetic field, but perpendicular to the major axis of the grain (Davis &
7Greenstein1951).Hildebrand(1988) hasreviewedthis and otheralignmentmechanisms
and their eventualdifficults. The degreeof alignmentcan be describedby a number
distribution of grainsthat havea given anglebetweentheir angularmomentaand the
magneticfield; the highestits efficiency,the larger the numberof grains having their
angular momentaparallel to the magnetic field. This case is usually called partial
alignment.We haveassumedthe perfectalignmenthypotheses,i.e., all the grainshaving
their angularmomentumperfectlyparallelto themagneticfield.Thisapproximationseems
not to produceimportantdifferencesrelativeto thepartialalignmentsituation(Chlewicki
& Greenberg1990- Fig. lb), at leastwith respectto the spectraldependenceof the
polarization.In thisscenario,theanglebetweenthemagneticfield andtheplaneof sky,_,,
mustbespecified.
We haveconsidereddifferentgraincompositions.Threekindsof silicateshavebeenused.
The optical propertiesof one of them hasbeentaken from Draine & Lee (1984), a
synthesisof laboratoryandastronomicaldata;it is commonlycalledastronomical silicate.
Its properties are quite similar to the olivine ([Mg,Fe]2SiO4) , possessing the inflexion
around 6.5 _tm- 1 characteristic of that material. We have also used the optical constants of
enstatite ([Mg,Fe]SiO3) obtained by Huffman & Stapp (1971). This material was
employed by Bromage & Nandy (1983) in their fit of the SMC typical extinction curve
and has, in contrast to astronomical silicate, a steeper monotonic UV extinction. Basaltic
glass (Pollack, Toon & Khare 1973; Lamy 1978) was employed in the DWJ polarization
model. The index of refraction of graphite has been also taken from Draine & Lee (1984).
The "1/3-2/3" approximation was used. Amorphous carbon was also considered here,
using the constants of Duley (1984). The dielectric material properties in Greenberg's
grain mantle is from Chlewicki & Greenberg (1990).
8We now discussin detail the influenceof differentparametersin the context of the
differentgrain models.While general,the discussionhasanemphasison thosethat will
haveabeatingon theinterpretationof theSMCdata.
2.1. MRN Model
2.1.1. Extinction Parameters
The MRN model considers the gains as being homogeneous particles of silicate and
graphite with a power law size distribution of index -3.5. The size ranges are 0.02 and
0.25 _tm for silicate grains and 0.005 and 0.25 _tm for graphite grains. Mathis et al. (1977)
proposed a model only with spherical particles. However, Mathis (1979, 1986) discussed a
complementary population of elongated grains (cylinders) in order to produce the
polarization. A single size distribution described both silicate populations. From a
minimum grain radius, asil., until an intermediate radius, asilp, the grains were assumed to
be spherical (or not aligned), and from them on until a maximum radius, asil+, they were
taken as aligned cylinders. Plots of the extinction where part of the spherical silicates are
replaced by cylindrical particles, in spite of the possible differences in the extinction
produced by the different shapes, have apparently not been presented. In Fig. 1, we have
plotted extinction curves using spherical silicates only and also silicates both as spherical
and cylindrical grains. The points represent the average Galactic extinction curve of
Savage & Mathis (1979). The Galactic abundances have been extracted from the data of
Anders & Grevesse (1989). The C depletion was assumed to be 60% (i.e., 60% of the
carbon is in form of grains) according to Draine & Lee (1984). The minimum cylinder size
9usedwas0.055lamasopposedto 0.08_tmin Mathis (1979).That rangesizecould not
produceaGalacticpolarizationcurve,probablybecausethedistinctindexesof refraction.
Overall, the result usingalsocylindersis quite distinct from that obtainedby using only
spheres.It is seenthat thevisibleextinctionproducedby silicatesandcylindersis smaller
thanthat producedonly by spheresin suchway that thecontributionof graphitemustbe
enlargedin order to producethe sameamountof extinction.Thismakesthe level of the
FUV besmaller,sincetheextinctionof thesmallsilicatesphereshasa reducedweight. In
theIR, thevalueof R is practicallytwice theobserved.Obviously,thesphericalmodel is
anapproximationthat canonly supplypartialinformationaboutthegrainsin a given line
of sight.
If only spherical grains are considered, only the carbon and silicate abundances and their
depletions must be specified. However, in the case of having the silicate grains in two
morphologically distinct populations, the elemental fraction used by each silicate
population must also be known. In the single size distribution (when silicate cylinders and
spheres have the same normalization constant) of Mathis (1979), these fractions are
automatically fixed by one boundary condition: the number of cylinders and spheres at the
radius asilp must be the same. Hereinafter, we call this case of size continuity. In addition,
we have here also studied another kind of continuity between the two silicate populations.
We employ the same shape, f(a), for both populations. The normalization constant, K,
however, was not assumed to be the same for cylinders and spheres. Specifically, we have
calculated these in such a way that the volume distribution is continuous, i.e., the
boundary condition is such that the volume of spherical and cylindrical grains of size asilp
must be equal. This will be called volume continuity. Let two particles be of same radius
but with one spherical and another cylindrical. The latter has a greater volume; a larger
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number of spherical particles will be then necessary in order to have the same total volume
occupied by the elongated particles. The normalization constant of the silicate spheres is
hence larger than the one of the cylindrical particles. This results in a large relative
contribution by spherical particles in the case of the volume continuity. Consequently, the
FUV is more enhanced in the latter case (Fig. 2). It can be seen that the IR portion of the
extinction curve is not much altered, only the UV is changed as a consequence of a more
enhanced extinction from the small silicate spheres in the case of volume continuity.
The strong absorption seen in the Galactic extinction around 2200 ,_ curve can be
reproduced by the graphite and most models considered it as the carrier. This is well
reviewed by Draine (1989). If the abundances are maintained fLxed, the changes in the C
depletion are reflected by different contributions of the graphite extinction to the total
curve. Obviously, the increase of the C depletion is reflected in a stronger bump. In the IR,
the contribution of the graphite grains is small so R decreases when the C depletion
increase. The graphite extinction is responsible by the FUV curvature in the MRN model,
so it also increases with a larger depletion.
As will be seen later in the fits of the SMC extinction, astronomical silicate and enstatite
have distinct UV behavior. Enstatite, roughly speaking, simulates astronomical silicates of
smaller sizes, since the extinction in the blue is enhanced, while smaller in the IR. This
effect is also true for the polarization (see also Fig. 7 below). The FUV curvature
produced by graphite masks the saturation by the astronomical silicate around 6.5 p.m, that
will be clear in the SMC plots.
Another parameter of the extinction curve is the angle between the magnetic field and the
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planeof sky, y, that defines the alignment of the elongated grains. The extinction curve is
pratically not sensitive to this parameter. The small differences that appear are such that
smaller angles simulate larger grain sizes (Hong and Greenberg 1980 and references
therein). Larger changes, however, are seen in the polarization. We use cylinder sizes that
fit the average Galactic polarization curve with y = 60 o. Hence, the polarization produced
using other values of Y will be different from the average Galactic curve, but here our
intention is only to illustrate the effects of varying y on the extinction curve.
Next, we discuss the influences of the size distribution parameters in the extinction curve.
The extinction produced by a silicate distribution extended for smaller a sil_ has an
enhanced FUV extinction, since there are more grains contributing to the extinction
towards smaller wavelengths. The slope of the extinction after 6.5 _tm increases a bit with
asil_. In the MRN model, the maximum size of spherical silicates, asilp, is the same of the
minimum cylindrical silicates, in such way that, the variation of this parameter has two
effects. When the spherical silicate population is extended to larger sizes, the FUV
extinction of the spheres is larger. Secondly, when the minimum size of the cylindrical
population increases, the saturation of the extinction caused by this population occurs at
larger wavelengths and at a smaller level. We have, hence, changes in the level and shape
of the extinction produced by the silicates, mainly in the curvature in the FUV. Fig. 3
shows that the curvatures are smoother for smaller asilp. The modifications in the
maximum size of the cylindrical population, asil+, affect mostly the visible, the region of
the normalization, so the extinction changes throughout the spectra but it is more
accentuated in the extremes. The level of the FUV extinction is greater for smaller sizes,
and the shape in the IR and visible changes in such way that greater values of R are
obtained for greater sizes (Fig. 4).
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The changesin the parametersof graphite population are mainly reflected in the bump
extinction (Fig. 5). Its position is more sensitive to changes in the minimum size of
graphite grains, agr., which increases to bumps located at redder wavelengths. The
increase of ag r. also makes the bump slight stronger. The increase of agr+, the maximum
size of graphite, produces bumps more shallow and also the FUV extinction is sligthly
reduced. The IR extinction has a small increase for large agr+.
2.1.2. Polarization Parameters
There are two approaches to the polarization within the MRN model context. Mathis
(1979) proposed a simple replacement of a part of the spherical grains by cylindrical ones
(as described above). This case will be called MRN model. Mathis (1986, hereafter M86)
proposed a modification in the above scenario. The polarizing material would consist of
silicate particles containing inclusions of ferromagnetic material in order to make the
alignment more efficient (Jones & Spitzer 1967). The number of these inclusions increases
with the grain size in such a way that larger grains have greater probability of been
aligned. This probability is given by
p(a) = 1 - exp - (2)
where a' is the smaller size containing a superparamagnetic incursion. In order to
reproduce the K x _nax relation of Wilking et al. (1980), its dependence with _max is
given by
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a' = 0.329 _.max 2.17 . (3)
Hence, a' is fixed by the observed _nax. As the grains need to be aligned to produce the
polarization, the effective number of grains contributing to polarization is given by the size
distribution multiplied by the above probability.
A polarization model involves relatively few parameters: the maximum and minimum
cylinder sizes, asilp and asil+, respectively, and the direction of the magnetic field, 7. For
small values of 7, i.e., when the magnetic field has a large component perpendicular to the
line of sight, the polarizing efficiency of the grains increases, and the polarization curve
becomes narrower (Hong & Greenberg 1980). It can be also noted that _max shifts to
bluer wavelength, simulating smaller grains. Decreasing asilp, _.max has a noticeable shift
to bluer wavelength and the whole curve is modified (Fig. 6). On the other hand, when
asil+ is changed, only the "red" part of the polarization curve is altered (Fig. 6), because
the remainder of the curve is produced by the more numerous smaller grains. As with the
extinction, enstatite results in a extinction corresponding to smaller grains as compared to
astronomical silicate (Fig. 7).
The fits using M86 produce a polarization curve with the maximum towards redder
wavelengths as compared to the MRN model, because the value of a' of 0.09 gm
(supposing a 2t,rnax of 0.55 gm). Hence only the large grains are contributing to the
polarization. It is important to note that it is not possible to change this curve modifying
asil.; a' and asilp are the important parameter in fitting a given polarization curve.
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2.2. Greenberg's model
In Greenberg's model (e.g., Hong & Greenberg 1980), the large grains are considered to
be formed by nucleus of silicate recovered by an organic refractory material formed by the
accretion of light elements in molecular clouds and subsequent UV photoprocessing. In
addition, two populations of smaller and homogeneous grains of graphite and silicates are
needed to explain the whole spectral range of extinction data. One positive aspect of the
above model is the evolutionary context in which the grain properties are defined. The size
distribution of the large grains,
n(a) = exp -5 (4)
is a modification of the Oort-Van de Hulst distribution, where ac represent the core size,
assumed fixed, and ai, the decay rate of the distribution. Hence, all the big grains are
assumed to have cores of same size, while the mantles have distinct thickness, according
to the above size distribution. These grains are assumed elongated in such way that they
are also responsible by the polarization. Hong & Greenberg (1980) have used a single size
for the bare particles. Here, however, we have adopted for the bare grains the same size
distribution for the core-mantle particles, but with ac not related to a core size, but
defining the initial size of the distribution. Again, silicon is a major constituent of two
populations: the bigger coated grains and the small homogeneous grains of silicate. It is
then necessary to determine the fraction of Si in these two populations. Contrary to the
MRN model, we have two completely unrelated distributions and no boundary condition
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can be obtained.We calculatethe necessarySi abundanceto reproducethe observed
degree of polarization (whose size parameters have been previously fit using the
polarization wavelength dependence); the fractions used in the extinction are then
automatically fixed, assuming the total abundance known.
In general, the results of varying the extinction parameters are very similar to the MRN
model. The consequences of the different shapes of the size distributions can be better
illustrated in the polarization case when there is only one grain population. Changing a c is
very analogous to varying a sil. in the MRN model. However, while the maximum size of
the MRN model only changes the size cutoff, ai also modify the shape of size distribution
(Fig. 6). A larger a i makes the size distribution fall off more slowly, in such way that the
larger grains have a greater weight. In addition, when the astronomical silicate is replaced
by enstatite, the polarization curve is only slightly changed, since the mantle is thick
enough to prevail on the optical behavior of the grain.
2.3. DWJ model
For the polarization fits, we have also considered the DWJ model (Duley et al. 1989). In
this case, the polarization is produced by core-mantle grains with a power law size
distribution following the assumptions of M86. The nucleus are compounded by silicates
with a thin mantle of amorphous carbon. They considered that the mantle is thin enough to
make the optical properties of whole grain be determined only by its nucleus; the
compound suggested to represent this situation was basaltic glass 0_,amy 1978; Pollack et
al. 1973). The practical difference between this and the M86 model is then the index of
refraction of the particles. Basaltic glass behaves similarly to enstatite as compared to
astronomical silicate, and simulates small grains of that type.
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3. DUST MODELS AND THE SMC DATA
We have supposed that the interstellar grains can be represented by the same size
distribution adopted in the Galactic models, but probably with different parameters, in
sense that the distribution width and average size are distinct. This situation might be
achieved by the processes of grain formation and evolution in an environment of different
metallicity. We have thus developed a computational code that searches for the best size
parameters (within the scenario of a given model) fitting an observational (polarization or
extinction) curve. For the models based on a power law size distribution, we have used an
index of-3.5 (MRN), with the minimum and maximum sizes considered as free
parameters. On the other hand, for the modified Van de Hulst-Oort size distribution of
Greenberg and collaborators, we have assumed the core size, ac, and the decay parameter,
ai, as free parameters. The parameters of the models are described in the section 2.
Our aim is to reproduce simultaneously the polarization as well as the extinction curve.
Our approach was to perform initially the polarimetric fits; obtaining the sizes of
anisotropic particles, they were carded over as fixed parameters in the fits of extinction.
To fit the wavelength dependence of the polarization, the Si abundance does not need to
be specified. For the extinction, however, the relative abundances between carbon and
silicon must be known. We have taken this ratio from the work of Dufton, Fitzsimmons &
Horwarth (1991), which provides the abundances of C, Si and other elements in the
atmosphere of a main sequence B-type star in the SMC. These numbers possibly represent
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the presentISM abundancein that galaxy.This carbonabundanceis consistentwith a
SMC metalabundancearound0.8-1.0dex smallerthan the Galacticone. Barbuy et al.
(1991),in a studyof cool supergiants,alsofoundcarbonabundancesconsistentwith the
other "heavy" elements.Besides, the N abundanceindicates no contamination of
processedmaterialin theatmosphere,whichsuggeststhatthisC abundancemayrepresent
theISM. Dufour, Shields& Talbot (1982)andDufour (1984)foundaC abundancein the
SMC HII regions around 1.5 dex smallerthan the Galacticones. If this value really
representtheISM, it mightbeconsequenceof a possibleC depletionin grains.De Boer
(1991) suggesteda normaldepletion(stellar"minus"interstellar)of the elementsin the
LMC relativeto the Milky Way,howevertherewasnot dataavailableto the SMC. So, it
is possiblethat the depletionof the elementsin the SMC ISM be similar to that in the
Galaxy.We took the Sidepletionequal to 1,i.e., all availablesiliconin the ISM is in the
form of grains,analogouslyto whatoccursin theMilky Way, wherethe Si depletion is
practicallytotal. On theotherhand,the correctfractionof carbonin solidparticlesis not
well determinedin our Galaxy, but mayrange between0.30 and 0.60 (Gondhalekar
1985a;Jenkins 1987); a dependencewith the environmentdensity is not discarded
(Gondhalekar1985a,b).We havethusperformedfits usingdifferentvaluesof C depletion,
namely,0.10,0.25,0.50,0.75and0.90.
3.1. Data
The SMC optical polarimetric sample consists of the six stars: AZV126, AZV211,
AZV215, AZV221, AZV398 and AZV456 (Magalhfies et al. 1993). The object catalogue
name are from Azzopardi & Vigneau (1982). The ISM characteristics of the above lines of
sight are presented in the Table 1. This sample can be divided in two groups, according to
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the colour behaviorof the polarization.Oneis characterizedby smallLma x compared to
the Galaxy, but with normal widths, while the second has narrow curves (large values of
K) with normal values of _a,ax (Magalh_es et al. 1993).
For the extinction fits, we have considered two kinds of UV extinction curves: the
AZV398's (Prevot et al. 1984; Magalhaes et al. 1993) and the AZV456's curve (Lequeux
et al. 1984; Magalhaes et al. 1993). The AZV398's extinction curve has no bump and an
enhanced UV extinction, while the AZV456's has an extinction curve very similar to the
Galaxy, but with its bump shifted to bluer wavelengths (Magalh_'es et al. 1993). Bouchet
et al. (1985) found similar IR extinctions for a whole group of SMC stars which included
these stars. We have hence taken the same IR extinction for the two extinction curves.
These stars are also among the most reddened ones in the SMC.
3.2. Fits to the polarimetric data
This will not be the case however in the SMC fits, as very narrow size distribution will be
used, and consequently very thin mantles. << encaixar em algum lugar
In this section, we summarize the parameters that result from the fits to the observed
interstellar polarization in the SMC. The parameters related to the cylinder size
distribution are a sil and asil + in the MRN and DWJ model and a c and a i in the
Greenberg's model. The angle between the magnetic field and the plane of sky, % is taken
as fixed and the fits are made using three values, 10 o, 30 ° e 60 °. We used the MRN, M86
and Greenberg's models for all stars and for two stars, AZV398 and AZV456, also the
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DWJ model and two kindsof silicates,namely,astronomicalsilicateand enstatite,have
beenused.Theparameterscorrespondingto theresultsof thefits of all starsare listed in
theTable2, aswell astheaveragesizes.TheFigs.8 to 10 illustrate the results, where we
also show the extrapolation of the fits to the UV.
The star AZV126 has the smallest _aax of the sample (0.31 + 0.31 I.tm) with the
maximum observed polarization in the U filter. This situation also happens to other stars in
the sample and is one of the reasons for the large errors in the _maax. The fits reproduce
the data and the average sizes are the smallest among all the stars, consistent with the
extreme Xma x. The sizes are spread over a narrower interval as compared to the Galactic
distribution. The UV extrapolations for the MRN model (Fig. 8) show a large dispersion
for the distinct _s because of the poorly defined maximum. The larger values of _t produce
smaller krnax; the best fit is for 7 = 10°. The other models also reproduce the position of
the Lma x obtained fitting the Serkowski law to the observations. To this star it would be
interesting to have more measurements of polarization in other regions of the spectrum,
precisely in the UV, to better define its maximum and also the width of its polarization
curve.
The star AZV211 is special in respect to the width of its size distribution. It is the only star
for which the fit of the Serkowski parameters provide a value of K smaller (broader
polarization curve) than the obtained using the Galactic K x kma x relation (Magalh_es et
al. 1993). While the size distribution produced by the MRN model has a width comparable
to the Galactic one, the average size is smaller. The other models, however, follow the
tendency of the other stars of having a narrow size distribution. The resulting polarization
curves differs mainly in the UV extrapolation; for smaller "j,, the MRN fits produce higher
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polarization.
AZV221 follows the SMC trend. It hasa smallLma x and a normal K. The resulting
parameters confh-m this tendency, it has a narrow size distribution with small average
sizes. The fits are very good.
The star AZV398 has the highest polarization known in the SMC (Magalh_es et al. 1993).
The models are able to reproduce well the data (Fig. 9). The average sizes obtained are
close to the Galactic values, but smaller. Its size distribution is quite narrow, conf'u'ming
the tendency shown by the large value of K (Magalh_es et al. 1993). For the MRN and
Greenberg's model, it have been performed the fits replacing the astronomical silicate by
enstatite. The fits do not show important differences, but the MRN models tends to have
smaller values of X2 with enstatite (Table 2). The value of (a) obtained with enstatite is
slightly greater than the obtained using the astronomical silicate (see section 2.1). Similar
conclusions can be drawn for the DWJ model.
The star AZV456 possesses a very narrow polarization curve, with K = 2.06 + 0.53, quite
extreme even for Galactic stars with large _,max (Magalh_es et al. 1993). In the sample
of Whittet et al. (1992), the stars possessing the greater values of K (1.89, 1.81 and 1.59)
have _ greater than 0.75 _m, which shows that the AZV456 is, to same extent,
different from the Galactic stars. Also AZV215 has a large value of K for its _max.
However, this star has polarimetric data in only four bands, which makes any conclusion
necessarily uncertain. While the stars with small _k_nax can be easily reproduced, i.e., there
is always a size distribution able to fit the data, the stars AZV456 and AZV215 stars are
not so easily fit. The best results are found for two situations: small values of 3' or a
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narrow sizedistribution.The MRN modelillustratethe first case.The fit for y = 10o
presentsan importantimprovementrelativeto the otherangles,whichhave very broad
curve.However, in anycasethereddestpoint of theAZV456 (0.82_m = 1.22_tm-1) is
not well fit (Fig. 10);valuesof Y smallerthan10o do not improvethe fit. In the second
case, a narrow size distribution could not also completelyreproducethe data. The
polarizationcurve of a singlesize is characterizedby ripples, the smoothnessof the
modelsonly achievedby the useof a relative largesizedistribution.In order to fit the
opticalpolarizationof AZV456, the narrowsizedistributionproducesa bumpin the UV
(Fig. 10).In theGreenberg'smodelfits, thebumpispresentfor Y= 600 (nearUV) and7 =
30° (beginsatvisiblewavelengths).TheDWJmodelhasor broadercurves(y = 30° andY
= 10°) or a bump(7 = 600)• Theenstatitedoesnot modify theresultsdescribedabove.
Although therearenoUV data,thepresenceof abumpis not probable. Hence,it seems
that the reasonof the narrownessof the polarizationcurvecould be relatedwith other
propertiesof thegrains.As claimedby Wilkinget al. (1980),the increaseof thereal part
of the index of refractioncanproducenarrowpolarizationcurves.We have performed
some fits using hypotheticalcompoundsrepresentedby a same index of refraction
throughoutthe spectra.It is obviouslya verycrudehypothesis,but it mayprovide some
insight in theconsequencesof changingtheindexesof refraction.We havevariedthereal
part of indexof refractionfrom 1.7to 2.0 andtheimaginarypart from 0.01 to 0.05. The
variation in the polarizationcurve is very smallandchangesin the index of refraction
(whichroughlyrepresenthesilicates)arenotenoughto improvetheresults.The average
sizesareGalactic,confirmingthe claimedrelationbetween)_rmxand the averagesizes.
More datain otherspectralregionswouldberewarding.
For somespecificmodels,more thanonesetof parametershavebeenableto reproduce
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thedata.The setsrepresentwo minimumof theX2. Obviously,oneof themis only a local
minimum.It canbe interestinghoweverto keepboth sizedistributionsin order to verify
the influenceof differentanisotropicgrainsizeswhenfitting theextinction.Examplesare
the fits of AZV211 (M86, Y= 600, astronomicalsilicate)andAZV398 (MRN, y = 60o,
enstatite)(Table2). Theaveragesizesthat definethe sizedistributionsareapproximately
thesame,themaindifferenceresidingin theirwidths.
It may benotedthat the averagegrainsizedecreasesasy increases(Table2), which can
beunderstoodif one considersthe geometricspacedefinedby the rotation of a grain.
Under a magneticfield with a large component in the line of sight (i.e., greater y), the
geometric space described by the rotating grain is greater (and more isotropic) than the
one produced for a smaller 7. Under that condition, the grain looks larger and, in order to
produce the same polarization, one needs a smaller size than with a small y. Average sizes
obtained for different models at a given 7 are basically the same. The polarizing efficiency
is greater to smaller y, due to the greater anisotropy.
In short, the best results are achieved for stars having smaller Xma x. These stars have their
polarization curve fit for any choice of y or adopted model and the average sizes are
smaller than the Galactic ones. The second group, formed by the stars AZV456 and
AZV215, has very narrow curves, not easily reproduced by the above models. For these
stars, small values of 7 and narrow size distributions tend to produce best fits, but even in
these cases a complete agreement with observations is not achieved. Changes in the index
of refraction did not seem to be able to improve the results. For most stars, data in other
spectral regions and with more spectral resolution would help to constrain the shape of the
curve and hence the properties of the polarizing grains.
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3.3. Fits to the extinction curves
We have performed fits to the extinction of two stars: AZV398 and AZV456, which
should be representative of the two kinds of extinction curve found in the SMC. AZV398
possesses a typical SMC extinction curve, while AZV456 have an extinction similar to the
Galactic one. These stars are also among the more reddened ones in the SMC and have
relatively high polarization.
Our approach was to perform initially the polarimetric fits (see section 3.2) and, with the
sizes of the anisotropic particles thus obtained, perform the extinction fits. The number of
free parameters depends on the specific model. In the original MRN model, there are two
populations of spherical grains: graphite and silicate. In this case, the numbers of
parameter to be adjusted is four, since each size distribution needs two parameters to be
specified: the maximum and minimum size. If the polarization is also considered,
cylindrical silicate grains must be included. Their sizes are fixed by the polarization fits and
the assumption of size distribution continuity also fixes the maximum size of the spherical
silicate grains. We then end up with only three free parameters for the extinction fits,
namely, the maximum and minimum graphite sizes and the minimum silicate size, agra_,
agra+ and asil_, respectively. Concerning the Greenberg's model, the anisotropic particles
are always present. Hence, with the sizes of the anisotropic particles fixed by the
polarization, there are four free parameters related to the size distributions of spherical
particles (graphite and silicates). We have always considered two kinds of silicates: the
astronomical silicate and enstatite. Since their differences are important when fitting the
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UV extinction.
3.3.1.AZV398
Table 3 shows the parameter fits of AZV398. It was excluded from this table the fits
which had an excessive large Z 2. For this star, it is possible to find good fits using
spherical grains of silicate and graphite, if less than 10% of the carbon is locked up in the
grains (Fig. 11). This result is similar to that of Bromage & Nandy (1983) and Pei (1992).
This is a direct consequence of the lack of the 2175 _ bump. The indexes of refraction of
enstatite allow better results in the extremes of the extinction curve, compared to the
astronomical silicate. The latter has an inflexion around 6.5 ktm"1 after which the
calculated extinction has a slope rather smaller than the observed. The fit in the IR is also
poor with astronomical silicate. The average sizes are smaller than those for the Galactic
extinction (Table 3), with the enstatite grains being smaller than the particles of
astronomical silicate, although spreading over a larger interval. The graphite sizes are
similar to the Milky Way ones, but these parameters are not important, since they can be
modified without change in the general result, because the small contribution of graphite
to the total extinction.
By including a population of anisotropic silicates particles fixed by the polarization fits, we
have again obtained the best results in the case of small C depletions and for enstatite
gains. Using the size continuity, only one set of parameters was able to reproduce that
curve: the narrower size distribution of the cylindrical enstatite grains with 3, = 30 ° and
10% of carbon in grains (Fig. 12). In this case, the whole extinction curve is well fit. The
graphite grains have a small contribution, being marginally important in the IR. The main
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IR and visible extinction fraction is producedby the cylindricalgrains.For most fits,
however,the size continuity is not able to reach a FUV extinction so high as the observed.
For instance, for the astronomical silicate, we could not find a set of parameters able to
reproduce even partially the extinction of AZV398. Considering the volume continuity, the
relative contribution of spherical particles is increased making the FUV extinction higher.
Hence, an easier agreement with the observation can be found. The best fit has been found
for the broader size distribution of enstatite grains with a value of y -- 30 ° and 25% of
carbon in the grains (Fig. 12). In this case, graphite has a contribution comparable to the
cylinders in the IR and visible, and also its FUV extinction relatively important.
Analogously to the "spherical" case, the astronomical silicate provides a poor agreement
with the observations in the extremes. The best results correspond to 7 = 300 and a C
depletion of 10% (Fig. 12). Generally, the minimum size of the astronomial silicate tends
to be smaller than the Galactic one. Nevertheless, the graphite average sizes can be smaller
(astronomical silicate) or larger (enstatite). The most parameter sets that are not presented
in the Table 3 are characterized by high C depletions and very large values of graphite
sizes. When the graphite contribution is high enough to the bump be too pronounced, the
sizes becomes larger trying to make the bump more shallow.
The relative number of carbon stars to normal stars in the post main-sequence stage is
greater in the SMC than in the Milky Way (Lequeux 1988 and references therein).
Therefore, it is not obvious that the SMC has a small number of carbon grains; necessary
to fit the AZV398 extinction in the paragraphs below. As no bump is seen in this "typical
SMC" line of sight, one might consider the extinction by grains of carbon not in the form
of graphite. It have been argued that amorphous carbon grains are a more plausible
interstellar component than graphite (Bussoletti, Colangeli & Orofino 1988 and references
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therein). Studies of interplanetarydust shows that graphite is present only in trace
amounts(Nuth 1985).Amorphouscarbonhasalso beendetectedaroundR CrB stars
(Hechtet al. 1984).Graphite,however,hasbeensuggestedto form in ISM by annealing
processcausedbytheinterstellarradiationfield (ISRF)(Hecht1986;Sorrel 1990).Hence,
the SMC would bea privilegedsite for graphiteformationbecausethe ISRF is greaterin
the SMC thanin theGalaxy(Lequeux1989).As wehaveseen,that doesnot seemto be
thecase.It maybenotedthat in the linesof sightto AZV398andAZV456, thereareHII
regionswhichhavebeenidentifiedaspossiblesupernovaremnants(SNR)(Davies, Elliott
& Meaburn 1976). Only AZV456 has an extended IR, which suggest a possible dust
condensation with processing by shock waves. Seab & Shull (1983) have been proposed a
possible enhancement of the UV bump in SNR, but produced by a preferencial destruction
of bigger and silicate grains. The line of sight of AZV456 is also characterized by the
larger (a), discarding this possibility. However, the shock waves can be the agent of the
graphitization of the amorphous carbon grains.Within this scenario, we have investigate
the consequences of the replacement of the population of graphite grains by one of
amorphous carbon particles, still in the framework of the MRN model. The optical
constants were those given by Duley (1984).
Considering only spherical grains, very good fits can be achieved with both kinds of
silicates (Fig. 13), but now the fraction of carbon in grains is substantially increased. For
any value of C depletion both silicate and carbon contributions are important to the
extinction. Better fits are found with astronomical silicate and large values of C depletion
(Table 3). When amorphous carbon extinction is more prominent, the FUV extinction is
better adjusted, as it reproduces well the FUV curvature. The silicate sizes are smaller
than the Galactic and the size distribution has a cutoff at relatively smaller sizes, although
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the average sizes are dependent of the depletion used. Enstatite produces an extinction
that is able to reproduce the AZV398's extinction practically alone. So, when using this
compound, it is possible to have two different kinds of fits. In one of them, the size
distribution of the carbon gains are extended to very large sizes, in sense that its
contribution is very small, and the enstatite respond for the most extinction. On the other
hand, when the amorphous carbon is small, its contribution is comparable to the enstatite.
Fig. 13 illustrates this behavior for a C depletion of 0.75.
If anisotropic particles are included, both types of continuities produce similar results. The
best are found with small values of y and great C depletions. Enstatite produces better
results than the astronomical silicate. The best fit with astronomical silicate is found with a
C depletion of 75%, y = 10 ° and the continuity in the volume (Fig. 14); again, the FUV
portion is only partially fit because of the saturation around 6.5 I.tm- 1. Using enstatite, the
best results are achieved for the size continuity, C depletions of 75% and 90% and y = 30 °
(Fig. 14). It is important to note that the contribution of the amorphous carbon in the IR is
large. The grains of amorphous carbon have a size distribution considerably narrower than
the Galactic size distribution of graphite. It can also be noted that the higher the
contribution of the C grains, the greater the asil_.
Greenberg's model does not produce good fits. When using astronomical silicates as the
core compound of the polarizing particles, the saturation in the region of 6.5 _tm-1 is very
clear, although the IR and visible extinction are well fit. One example is found for the a C
depletion of 90% and y = 60 ° (Fig. 15). Note that this set of parameters have not the
smallest %2, but its IR extinction is the best one. When using enstatite nucleus, reasonable
fits are found for a C depletion of 50%, but the resulting value of R is quite small, less
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than 2 (Fig. 15). The contribution of the cylindrical grains is small along the whole
spectrum. Graphite is the major contributor to the IR and visible, being important also in
the FUV. It is difficult to make a comparison with Galactic sizes since it have been used a
different size distribution for the bare particles.
In conclusion, the MRN model is able to match the data. The models using enstatite
produce sligthly better results, mainly because the FUV region. The silicates grains, in
average, are smaller than in the Galaxy. The MRN model with anisotropic particles of
astronomical silicate and size continuity is not able to reproduce the data. In this case, the
volume continuity must be used. When using graphite, the AZV398 extinction can only be
fit if we have a small number of carbon grains. However, amorphous carbon allows also a
very good match with observations with a relatively large fraction of C in form of grains.
Concerning Greenberg's model, we were not able to find a set of parameters able to
reproduce the whole extinction curve.
3.3.2. AZV456
AZV456 shows the 2175 A extinction bump. A graphite population, or another compound
able to reproduce the UV bump, should be then included. The best results are presented in
the Table 4.
Models using spheres of silicates and graphite are able to reproduce well the data (Fig.
16). Both types of silicate allow similar results, but again the FUV extinction of enstatite
allows a slightly better agreement. Both kinds of silicate produce the best results for 25%
of carbon in grains, but using 50% the fits are also very good (Table 4). When more
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carbonis used,their sizeshaveto beincreasedin order to havethe samebump strength,
as an increasein sizeresultsin shallowbump.Also theIR contributionof carbongrains
becomesgreater.So the averagesizesof graphiteand silicatedecreasefor larger C
depletions.The models with enstatiteprovide graphitesizes larger than those with
astronomicalsilicate.This is becauseenstatitehasan increasein extinction around4.4
I.tm-1, nearthebump,sothe graphitecontributionhasto besmaller,which implieslarger
sizes.Is bothcases,however,the sizestendto besmallerthantheGalactics.It shouldbe
emphasizedthat the bumpis not well reproduced,as its extinctionpeakis alwaysabove
themodelcurve.Thecalculatedbumppositionis alsoalwaysredderthantheobserved.
The MRN model with silicatedivided in spheresandcylindersis ableto reproducethe
AZV456'sextinction.In general,thefitsusingthe volume continuity are better than using
the size continuity and enstatite produced definitely better results. When using the size
continuity, reasonable fits can only be achieved for the small values of 7. The best fit using
astronomical silicate is found for the volume continuity, a C depletion of 90% and a y of
30 ° (Fig. 17). The two best fits using enstatite are also found for the volume continuity
(Fig. 17). The graphite contribution is important in the visible and IR. Their average sizes
are grater than the Galactic, but with a narrow size distribution. The asil_ is similar to the
Galactic one. All fits produce a bump shifted to redder wavelengths.
Most fits using the Greenberg's model have quite a small contribution from graphite,
making it difficult to reproduce the observed extinction curve. There is, however, one set
of parameters able to reproduce the AZV456's data. It uses enstatite, a C depletion of
25%, and the 7 = 10°. The bump is redder and the FUV extinction somewhat more
enhanced than the observed (Fig. 18)
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In short, all the fits presentthe bumpredderthanthe observed.We have,then, tried to
changethe parametersof the graphitedistributionin both models,but no improvement
couldbeachieved.It wouldbeinterestingto performthecalculationusinganotherform of
graphitegrains.It wasarguedthat smallprolatespheroidscanshift the bumpposition to
bluer wavelengths(Draine 1988). It must be rememberedthat graphite particles in
sphericalshapesare not probable,sincethe graphitetend to be formed in anisotropic
shapes(Czyzak,Hirth & Tabak1982).Analogouslyto AZV398,Greenberg'smodelis not
ableto reproducethedata.
3.4. Necessary abundances to fit the observed polarization
In section 3.2 above, we have fit only the spectral dependence of the polarization. We can
also obtain the necessary abundance of Si/H from observed percentage of polarization.
The observed Si abundance in the SMC is 6.88 dex (Dufton et al. 1991). The necessary
abundances decrease with y, as the polarizing efficiency of the grains increases with
smaller y (section 3.2). Among the models, the one from Greenberg and collaborators
needs the smaller quantity of Si, because the polarizing grains are not formed entirely by
silicate, having a mantle made of fighter elements. Basically, all stars need a quantity of Si
available in the SMC interstellar medium, the exception being AZV456, which needs
more. This star has a Galactic gas-to-dust ratio; its color excess is similar to that of
AZV398, so the small ratio is interpreted as a small quantity of gas, and it needs more
silicon to hydrogen than the other stars. The gas-to-dust ratio was obtained taking in
account only the HI (Bouchet et al. 1985); if this line of sight has a considerable quantity
of H 2, less Si will be needed. Schwering & Israel (1990) have detected a extended IR
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sourcecoincidentwithAZV456 whichmaypossiblybeassociatedwith H2 population.
3.5. A(V) and P(V)/A(V)
From the extinction and polarization fits the total extinction in the visible, A(V), and the
ratio between the polarization and extinction, P(V)/A(V) may be obtained. A(V) is a
measure of the total amount of dust and its extinction efficiency in a given line of sight. It
can be obtained observationally through the values of R and E(B-V) (Table 1). For the
AZV398, considering the larger uncertainties involved, we have found (Table 3) a good
agreement with the observed value (within a factor of 2) with a tendency for the best
models provide greater values of A(V). On the other hand, the values found for AZV456
(Table 4) are smaller than the observed (a factor of 5). Analogously to the abundance, a
larger gas-to-dust ratio would improve the results (see section 3.4 above). On the average,
astronomical silicate and amorphous carbon produce more extinction compared to
enstatite and graphite, respectively.
The P(V)/A(V) ratio is not dependent of the abundance, but it is a characteristic of a given
model. The observed ratios are presented in the Table 1. For AZV398, the calculated ratio
is very high, except in Greenberg's model. However, such models are not able to
reproduce the extinction curve. Concerning the MRN model, this high P(V)/A(V) means
that the contribution to the extinction of the polarizing grains is too high. We found
practically the same results for AZV456. In this case, Greenberg's model, however, do not
produce smaller ratios, being the best fit a good example of this behavior.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. The SMC polarization curves possessing small krnax and normal K values may be better
fit with popular grain models than those possessing normal Lrnax and narrow polarization
curve. For the latter, small values of y, the angle between the magnetic field and the plane
of the sky, and narrow size distributions tend to produce best fits, even though a satisfying
agreement with observations is not achieved. Extension of the spectral range covered by
the polarization data in the SMC would be highly desireable.
2. The 'typical' SMC extinction curve can be fit using the MRN silicate-graphite model and
a small carbon depletion. If carbon is in amorphous form, good results are still obtained
without the assumption of a small amount of carbon in grains.
3. The extinction curve (similar to our Galaxy) of AZV456 can be fit by the MRN model,
but the bump position is not well reproduced. The calculated bump is at redder
wavelengths than the observed one. This might be a consequence of anisotropic shapes of
graphite particles.
4. The mantle-coated silicate model does not succeded in fitting the extinction curves in
the SMC.
5. In general, the SMC data (polarization and extinction) are fit using distributions which
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arenarrowerandshiftedto smallerwavelengthsrelativeto theGalaxy.
6. A dust model that fits the extinctionmayhavedifficultiesfitting both extinction and
polarizationconsistently.This isbecausetheinclusionof cylindrical(say)particlesthat fit
thepolarizationmaysignificantlyaffecttheextinctionaswell.
7. We havestudiedtwo differentwaysof fixing theratio betweenthenumberof spherical
andcylindrical silicates,namelysizecontinuityandvolumecontinuity.Fits usingvolume
continuity, which impliesa larger numberof spheres,resultedin better fits. A physical
justification for suchdistributionshouldbestill furtherstudiedhowever.
8. A possiblescenariofor the SMCis that,in the morediffuseregions,thecarbongrains
are in amorphousform, despitethe moreintenseradiationfield.The data for AZV 456
suggesthoweverthat,in theregionsthathavebeensujectedto shockwaves,thesegrains
might havebeengraphitized.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 : Extinction curves calculated using only spherical grains (solid line) and
graphite spherical grains and silicate spherical and cylindrical grains (dashed line). The
mean Galactic extinction curve is also shown (dots).
Fig. 2 : Extinction curves using the size continuity (solid line) and volume continuity
(dashed line). The mean Galactic extinction curve is also shown (dots).
Fig. 3 : Extinction curves resulting from different values of asilp (size of the largest
silicate spherical grain which is the same as that of the smallest silicate cylindrical
grain). The curves correspond to the values: 0.02t.tm (solid line); 0.04[tm (dashed
line) and 0.061.tm (trace-dot-trace line). The dots represent the mean Galactic
extinction curve.
Fig. 4 : Extinction curves resulting from different values of asil+ (size of the largest
silicate cylindrical grain). The curves correspond to the values: 0.15ktm (solid line);
0.19ktm (dashed line) and 0.231.tm (trace-dot-trace line). The dots represent the
mean Galactic extinction curve.
Fig. 5 : Extinction curves resulting from different values of ag r_ (size of the smallest
graphite grain) and agr+ (size of the largest graphite grain). The curves for different
values of ag r. are: 0.001p.m (solid line); 0.005_m (dashed line) and 0.0101.tm (trace-
dot-trace line). The curves for different values of agr+ are: 0.051.tm (solid line);
0.01ktm (dotted line) and 0.15_tm (trace-dot-dot-dot-trace line). The dots represent
the mean Galactic extinction curve.
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Fig. 6 : Polarization curves obtained for different models and grain sizes. All curves
are for a value of y = 10 o. Solid line: MRN model with sizes between 0.055 and
0.25_m; dashed line: MRN model with sizes between 0.063 and 0.251.tin; trace-dot-
trace: MRN model with sizes between 0.055 and 0.201.tm; dotted line: Greenberg's
model with ac = 0.038_tm and ai = 0.10l.tm; trace-dot-dot-dot-trace: Greenberg's
model with ac = 0.038Bm and a i = 0.16Bm. The bars represent a typical Galactic
polarization curve.
Fig. 7 : Polarization curves using indices of refraction of astronomical silicate (solid
line) and enstatite (dashed line). The bars represent a typical Galactic polarization
curve.
Fig. 8 : Fits to the polarization data of AZV126 using the MRN model. Results for
different values of 7 are shown: y = 60 ° (solid line); y = 30 ° (dashed line); y = 10 o
(trace-dot-trace line).
Fig. 9 : Fits to the polarization data of AZV398 using different models and silicates.
All curves have 7 = 30°. Solid line: MRN model with astronomical silicate; dashed
line: MRN model with enstatite; trace-dot-trace: Greenberg's model and astronomical
silicate and dashed line: Greenberg's model and enstafite.
Fig. 10 : Fits to the polarization data of AZV456 using different models and values of
11- Solid line: MRN model with y = 10o; dashed line: MRN model with y = 600;
trace-dot-trace line: Greenberg's model with y = 600; dotted line: Greenberg's model
with y = 300; trace-dot-dot-dot-trace line: Greenberg's model with y = 10 o.
Fig. 11 : Fits to the extinction data of AZV398 using the MRN model with only
spherical particles of graphite and silicate. The solid line represents the fit for
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astronomicalsilicateandthe dashed line, for enstatite. The amount of carbon locked
up in the grains is 5% for both curves.
Fig. 12 : Fits to the extinction data of AZV398 using the MRN model with spherical
graphite and silicate particles and cylindrical silicate particles of sizes adjusted by the
polarization fits. The spherical silicate particles have not been constrained by the
cylindrical particles distribution. Solid line: enstatite, Y = 300, 10% of carbon in
grains and size continuity; dashed line: enstatite, Y = 300, 25% of carbon in grains
and volume continuity; trace-dot-trace line: astronomical silicate, Y = 10°, 10% of
carbon in grains and volume continuity;
Fig. 13 : Fits to the extinction data of AZV398 using the MRN model with only
spherical amorphous carbon and silicate particles. The solid line represents the fit for
astronomical silicate and 90% of carbon in grains; dashed line: enstatite and 75% of
carbon in grains and trace-dot-trace line: enstatite and 75% of carbon in grains.
Fig. 14 : Fits to the extinction data of AZV398 using the MRN model and spherical
particles of amorphous carbon and spherical and cylindrical silicate grains. The solid
line represents the fit for astronomical silicate, volume continuity and 75% of carbon in
grains; dashed line, enstatite, size continuity and 75% of carbon in grains and trace-
dot-trace line: enstatite, size continuity and 90% of carbon in grains.
Fig. 15 : Fits to the extinction data of AZV398 using the Greenberg's model. The solid
line represents the best fit achieved for silicates in form of astronomical silicate and
90% of carbon in grains. The dashed line represents the best fit for enstatite with 50%
of carbon in grains.
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Fig. 16 : Fits to theextinctiondataof AZV456 usingthe MRN modelwith spherical
particles.In bothcurves,we haveused25% of carbonin grains.The solid line is the
bestfit for astronomicalsilicateandthedashedline for enstatite.
Fig. 17 : Fits to theextinctiondataof AZV456 usingtheMRN modelwith spherical
graphiteand silicateparticlesandcylindricalsilicateparticlesof sizesadjustedby the
polarization fits. The sphericalsilicateparticleshave not beenconstrainedby the
cylindricalparticlesdistribution.Solid line: enstatite,50% of carbonin grains,volume
continuity and Y = 300; dashed line: enstatite,25% of carbon in grains, volume
continuity and7 = 10°; trace-dot-trace line: astronomicalsilicate,90% of carbonin
grains,volumecontinuityandY= 300.
Fig. 18 : Best fit to theextinctiondataof AZV456 usingtheGreenberg'smodel.The
curvewasobtainedusingenstatite,25%of carbonin grainsandy= 10°.
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